717-870-5334

LOGAN CARLILE

LoganCarlile23@gmail.com

FRONT-END DESIGNER AND DEVELOPER

LoganCarlile23.com

York PA

SUMMARY
Exceptionally creative and reliable with a strong work ethic and customer service and satisfaction record. Adept multitasker capable of bringing
simultaneous web page creation and repair projects to completion with full accuracy and eﬁiciency. Able to function well independently with little
to no supervision or in coordination with a professional electroinc media team.

EXPERIENCE

SKILLS

Logo Designer - Revolt

Feb. 2017

Florida

Proﬁcient in graphical user interface design using HTML5,
CSS3 and JavaScript

Successfully managed a logo design project from concept
through completion for Revolt, an electric bike startup.
Worked closely with clients to create vision, conceive designs,

Ability to plan, design, and implement website structure and
navigation layout with server side includes and dynamic content.
Ability to design, plan, and implement additions to sites.

and consistently met deadlines and requirements.
Knowledgeable with TITLE and META tags and page content for
Recommended and consulted with clients on the most

search engine optimization.

appropriate design options based on their overall marketing
Understanding of screen resolutions and how to design

goals.

responsively for them.

Logo Designer - Herndon Powerlifting

Nov. 2016

Fawn Grove PA
Successfully translated design needs for a logo and Youtube

Ability to test with multiple browsers and operating systems to
ensure the best compatibility possible.

intro for Herndon Powerlifting.

Experience in designing and developing branding and logo design.

Developed brand recognition for Herndon Powerlifting to

Ability to work within a timeframe and produce outstanding

further growth of his channel.

working before a deadline.

Peach Bottom Inn - Food Server

2013 - 2015

Delta PA

Knowledgeable in client-friendly design to allow for easy
additions, deletions, and edits on the website.

Developed customer service skills, needed to navigate

Experience in standard and basic video editing using Adobe

customers’ moods and behaviors to keep the customer happy.

Premiere and After Effects.

Developed a proﬁciency at multitasking with: serving, keeping
track of tables, and helping fellow staff in the process.

EDUCATION

Proﬁcient in:
HTML5

Bachelor of Science in Web Design and Interactive Media
The Art Institute of York-Pennsylvannia
Graduate with a GPA of 3.7

TOOLS
CSS3

Photoshop

SASS

Illustrator

JavaScript

jQuery

WordPress

Sketch

September 2017

Familiarity in:
Vue.js

PHP

MySQL

Node.js

Gulp

Bower

